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Environmental Literacy

In many areas of public discourse, the term activist has come to be confused with the term expert. Having an opinion, and the willingness to
express it loudly, is often confused with expertise.
In the State of Minnesota, officials are grappling with the need to have an environmental education program that will meet public interest
requirements. A starting point was to determine levels of knowledge shared by citizens about the environment. This was the basis for conducting
the second annual survey on environmental literacy in the state. For the purposes of the survey, environmental literacy is defined as “an
environmentally literate person must understand the relationship of the parts of a system and the interdependence of human and environmental
systems.”
To collect the data for the survey, more than 1,000 people were asked 13 fact-based questions, many of the questions
having six parts or more, to determine “what they actually know about the environment.” The survey was
designed by a non-partisan group of educators, government officials and conservation organizations, as well as
opinion leaders.
It was found that while 60 per cent of Minnesota adults believe they are knowledgeable about the environment, only 47
per cent achieved scores indicating above-average knowledge on environmental matters. An ‘A’ rating was given to those
who answered 7 out of the 13 questions correctly, and only 11 per cent received this level. Almost 32 per cent of the state’s
adults have below-average knowledge about the environment according to the survey.
wetlands not
understood

In a State where water quality and water usage are burning political issues, 45 per cent of the adults have an average
knowledge on water issues and a quarter received a failing grade.

When asked how they themselves rate their knowledge of environmental issues, a surprising result was the low scores for
sustainability and biodiversity, where 20 per cent and 14 per cent respectively of respondents felt they were informed in these areas.

In terms of attitudes towards laws and regulations, only 11 per cent of respondents felt the laws had gone too far while in the past two years there
has been a jump from 10 per cent to 58 per cent of the public believing that regulations affecting air pollution haven’t gone far enough.
continued to page 16…

Shore Grooming
For the past 14 years as part of an international effort, the Vancouver
Aquarium has operated the Great Canadian Shoreline Cleanup
(www.vanaqua.org/cleanup) which is now an across-Canada event in
every province and territory.

food wrappers and containers, caps and lids, bags, glass beverage
bottles, cups and cutlery, straws and stirrers, beverage
bottles (plastic), beverage cans, tobacco packaging and
wrappers.

Last year it attracted over 20,000 volunteers who worked on 477 sites, or
close to 1,000 kilometers of Canadian shoreline. Together they removed
about 50,000 kilograms of garbage filling 5,500 bags. All litter collected
during the week-long series of events is tabulated and the information
is sent back for database development at the Vancouver Aquarium
which is used to design anti-littering programs.

For the 140 Vancouver students who
cleaned Kitsilano Beach, this meant
finding 16,000 cigarette butts in a
little over one hour.

In the last analysis, it was found that cigarettes and cigarette butts top
the list of the 12 most littered items collected. They were followed by

The 2005 event will occur in the
third week of September and
the outlook for volunteer
participation is optimistic.

FUTURE HOPES
In the world’s hottest economy,
China, there are strong
expectations placed on the
shoulders of students to maintain
the scorching pace into the future.
The pressure can be seen in many
aspects of the country’s education
system. At one elite kindergarten
in Beijing, called the Beijing
Intelligence and Capability
Kindergarten, golf lessons are
compulsory
homework

mandatory for three year olds as
is homework. Tuition fees are
$8,000 Canadian per year – double
the average income of a Beijing
worker.
Like Canada, the pressure among
youth to be accepted plays just as
strong at the university level.
Surveys of 64 Chinese universities
found that 60 per cent of students
spent more than $80 (Canadian)
per month on unessential items,
defined as clothing, music and
entertainment, this in a country
where the average income is $300
a month.
Nor have Chinese students been
exempted from some of the
common problems in
contemporary North American
schools. According
to Fortune
magazine, one in
continued to page 16…

Answering
the Drawl
If a consumer somewhere in the middle of North America dials an 800
number for information on a product warranty or to subscribe to a
magazine, chances are the person on the other end of the line will be
somewhere in India. Call centres have been a booming business in India in
recent years and have offered tens of thousands of job opportunities for
young Indian people entering the workforce.
One exception to the explosion in job opportunities in India has been
thousands of Indian orphans “untouchables” who are legally unavailable for
adoption and hence they face bleak job prospects.
Enter a class of 23 fourth graders who belong to Girls’ Scout Troup 1809 in
Austin, Texas. The girls meet for a couple of hours weekly to produce audio
books for their young counterparts in India as a way of helping develop
their English language skills with the potential of getting jobs in call
centres. The project is funded by an organization called Miracle Foundation
(www.miraclefoundation.org) founded in 2000 by a female television
executive after a chance visit to an orphanage in India’s poorest state.
Although it may seem incongruous to be teaching Indian orphans to speak
English with a Texas drawl, chances are it will make little difference to the
senior citizen from Alberta calling for a magazine subscription. It might
even help to close the sale.
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Asked who should have primary responsibility for solving
environmental problems, 33 per cent of residents believe it’s up to
individual citizens followed by government at 29 per cent, agriculture
and forestry at 24 per cent, and business and industry at 23 per cent. A
majority of the people in the State, 90 per cent, want their schools to
provide environmental education. On the matter of support for
environmental action, 20 per cent reported that they donate money to
environmental organizations more than once a year while 34 per cent
responded that they
donate once a year.
Regarding the
male/female split,
males scored higher
than females in most of
the responses in terms
of environmental
knowledge, a finding
consistent with
environmental literacy
surveys conducted
nation wide, but
females tend to have a
more positive attitude
toward the environment
compared to males.
The range of topics
covered in the factual
knowledge questions covered a number of areas. Respondents were
given a list of choices to identify the biggest source of pollution in
streams and rivers, they were asked to identify the largest source of
electricity generation in the State, to select the largest source of carbon
monoxide, to identify from a list the contribution made by wetlands
and to select the main cause of global climate change.
continued from Page 5… Future Hopes

five children in the cities under age 18 suffers from obesity.
Between kindergarten and university, the pressure
does not relent. With Chinese universities only
able to offer spaces for half of those who apply,
Chinese parents will make great sacrifices to give
their children the competitive edge needed to get
high marks. It is common for air-conditioned
hotel rooms to be rented for high school students
so they can study for university exams in
comfort.
The number of people under 25 in China who
have been raised in single-child households is
100,000,000, about three times the population of
Canada. With China viewed by Canada as an
important customer for Canadian products and hence an important
source of future Canadian jobs, the academic success of this 100,000,000
person future generation weighs heavily in Canada’s future as well.
continued from Page 7… Good Grades or the Griddle

A snapshot of employment trends in each of the four categories over
the past 30 years tells the tale. Jobs involving complex communication
have had a 12 per cent increase and the momentum points straight up.
Jobs involving expert thinking show a 6 per cent increase and are
rising. By comparison, jobs involving routine manual work have
declined by 2 per cent in 30 years and those requiring routine cognitive
work have dropped by 8 per cent and continue to plummet. The

“

J

obs involving routine manual work
have declined”

authors stress that the jobs in the latter category, which are easily done
by computers, are not going to come back.
The study does not suggest an overhaul of the curriculum in response
to the new economy. It states, “The challenge posed by a changing
economy is not to teach new subjects, but to teach all subjects so that

students develop complex understanding and communication skills.”
In a changing world, they suggest that students must have literacy and
math skills to become “expert thinkers in any field.”
continued from Page 7… Playtime for Business

No detail is overlooked in terms of making business meetings
productive and focused events for participants according to the article.
Growing in popularity are such meeting attractions as “ice cream
breaks and neck and back massages” for participating business people.

“

I

ce cream breaks and neck
and back massages”

Imagery also plays a big part in employee motivation meetings. In one
such meeting described, the employees entered a ballroom where there
was to be an employee recognition party. They found an orchestra
sitting in the audience. The employees to be recognized were then
brought to the stage, where they occupied the orchestra’s chairs. The
message intended was that “You are the stars of the corporation. You
belong in the limelight.” It could be called orchestrated morale boosting.
Professional meeting planners who are highly successful in their fields
believe that a day away from the workplace need not equate to army
boot camp, whether the participants are school teachers or corporate
executives.
continued from Page 9… Citizenship Education

and knowledge students are expected to know and be able to do for
each subject and grade. For Civics 11, a wide range of outcomes is
prescribed.
For “informed citizenship” for example, it will be expected that
th
students will be able to describe the key features of prominent 20 and
21st century political and economic ideologies. Under “civic
deliberation”, it will be expected that students can compare Canadian
and American forms of federal government, and evaluate the relative
powers to affect civic change of individuals, governments, and
institutions in Canada and in the world. They will also be expected to
be able to create a statement of what it means to be a Canadian citizen.

“

P

owers of individuals, governments,
and institutions in Canada”

As with any provincially approved curriculum, a recommended set of
learning resources is proposed. These are resources that have
undergone a provincial evaluation process using teacher evaluators.
They then earn a Minister’s Order granting them provincial
recommended status. These are generally materials from outside the
education system which are used to help give the students more focus
and relevance in a particular course. When the final package is
developed for Civics 11 an official list of approved resources will be
appended. In the meantime, in the draft version, a series of resources
is proposed from sources as diverse as the Assembly of First Nations,
the CBC Archives, NATO, Statistics Canada, and the United Nations.
continued from Page 11… A One Stop Learning Resources
Teachers’ Shopping List
THE CANADIAN ENVIRONMENTAL LITERACY
Project (CELP) is working to promote environmental literacy by making it easier to
teach relevant subjects. CELP is developing a series of Canadian-focused educational
modules, available to instructors free of charge on the CELP website. The modules
include lectures, calculation exercises, and materials in support of discussion-type
seminars. The modules are oriented to introductory classes in environmental studies
and environmental science in universities, colleges, and senior high-schools. If you are
interested in CELP and its educational modules, please visit the website at
www.celp.ca. If you are interested in reviewing or preparing modules, please contact
us at celp@dal.ca.
LEARNING ABOUT PAPER
The following resources are suggested for teachers interested in obtaining classroom
materials and background information on paper production.
The TAPPI site at www.tappi.org has a link to the paper university book store for
educational resources for students and educators.
Teachers can also visit the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association site,
www.cppa.org/english/meeting/faq.htm where answers can be found to frequently
asked questions about pulp and paper.
Finally, the Confederation of European Paper Industries offers paper on line
information at www.paperonline.org which has sections on the history of paper and
the relationship of paper to the environment.

